
Chapter 5720

Charlie quickly moved over and looked at the picture on the surveillance camera.
A woman was walking quickly and expressionlessly on the rural road in the early 
morning.
Walking in the direction of the surveillance camera.
Charlie asked in surprise: “Where is this surveillance?”
Maria said: “The section of highway where Victoria disappeared is more than 20 
kilometers away from the exit,
And there is a town called Erdaoshan.”
Charlie asked: “She disappeared halfway. I guess she left the highway in some way,”
“And why did she suddenly appear here again?”
“If her destination is here, why not just drive there?”
Maria shook her head: “I don’t know either.”
Just as she was saying this, Victoria in the picture stopped a van passing by.
After talking to the van driver for a few words,
The driver waved his hand to her, seeming to reject her offer.
Victoria’s expression was a little anxious.
She quickly took out a stack of red banknotes and handed it to the other party.
After the other party accepted the money, Victoria immediately stepped into the 
van and sat in the back seat.
Charlie was even more confused: “Where is Victoria going?”
Maria said: “Master, I can’t understand it anymore.”
Charlie then said: “Just keep an eye on her first and see where this car is going.”
“Okay.”
In extremely underdeveloped mountainous towns, monitoring is mainly 
concentrated on traffic roads,
So Maria can directly track the movements of this van by constantly switching road 
monitoring.
Soon, the car left the town and headed towards the entrance of the highway.
At this moment, in the van that was leaking air everywhere.
Victoria couldn’t wait to leave China as soon as possible,



So she sent a message to her crew and asked them to apply for a route as soon as 
possible to fly directly from Myanmar to the nearest airport.
Victoria smuggled herself in.
According to her original plan, after leaving the Shiwan Mountains,
She had to smuggle out of the country along the same route,
And then take a flight from Myanmar to return to Warriors Den’s base.
However, a sudden change made her unwilling to stay in China for one more 
minute and she just wanted to leave here as soon as possible.
Ten minutes later, the van drove out of a tunnel.
Victoria recognized that this was the bridge where she had abandoned the van 
before,
So she deliberately asked the driver:
“Master, if a vehicle does not leave the highway for a long time, what will it 
happen?”
“Will someone look for it?”
The driver said without looking back: “Who has the spare time?”
“Just issue cards at the entrance and collect money at the exit.”
“Who will worry about which car gets off the expressway?”
Victoria added: “Every car is issued a billing card at the entrance.”
“If this card is never settled from the exit, won’t the highway operator investigate?”
“Check the fa.rt…”
The driver curled his lips and said: “There are so many cars driving on the highway 
every day,”
“And the road administration can’t catch them. How can they have time to care 
who gets off the highway or not.”
When Victoria heard this, she was completely relieved.
The vehicle that fell into the gorge would definitely not be discovered for a while,
And she had enough time not to be exposed and escape from China in an easy 
way.
…

At this time, Charlie and Maria did not expect that the van Victoria stopped on the 
road would actually drive in the direction Victoria came from after getting on the 
highway.



Charlie frowned and asked:
“Victoria is leaving?”
Maria nodded: “It seems so, but it seems to be too fast.”
“She went all the way to Shiwanda Mountain, why did she only stay?”
Charlie said: “I can’t figure it out, and I feel like she was a little embarrassed when 
she left in this car.”
Maria said doubtfully: “With Victoria’s strength, even the young master has to avoid
his sharp edges. What can make her embarrassed?”
Charlie said: “I don’t know.”
Saying that Charlie said excitedly: “No matter what, let’s keep an eye on this car,”
“As long as Victoria leaves Shiwan Mountain, we can hurry up and get over it!”
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